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Ben Vincent

A paperless office is a work environment in which the use of paper is 
eliminated or greatly reduced. This is done by converting documents and 
other papers into digital form. Proponents claim that “going paperless” 
can save money, boost productivity, save space, make documentation and 
information sharing easier, keep personal information more secure, and 
help the environment. The concept can also be extended to 
communications outside the office.

The Paperless Office

�Closed files don’t generate revenue, and rarely do you 
need the information contained in them. So closed files 
are the last place you want to start going paperless, 
although it is where many lawyers tend to start. New 
cases are the easiest to start with, and the information 
they present is the most valuable. Once you have all your 
new and open files scanned, only then should you 
consider undertaking retrospective conversion.

Where to Start?
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� Are you Green
� Are there really any benefits to paperless
� Rules for going paperless
� Save the data somewhere
� Strategixe with your team
� The first Step
� What equipment
� What software
� Where to begin

Agenda

� Quick overview of what this session is all about:
� Paperless
� What to expect

Overview

� What are your current pain points.
� Paper storage (what are the rules) do you comply?
� Too many steps to paperless
� Who will comply
� How can I get my team or myself to commit
� New process must be detailed and outlined

Objectives
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� Each team member must understand the process and be “all in”
� Take risks – No way!  Yes take risks and move your technology forward
� No criticism allowed.

Rules

� Who, what, when, where, and why of “YOU MUST BACK UP YOUR 
DATA”!!!!!!!!!

� Steps to backup
� Cloud
� Local

CAUTION

Internal Documents 

� Share files without that trip to the printer. With Google Docs, a free 
service run through Gmail, you can work simultaneously with 
colleagues on a document or spreadsheet. The system even lets you 
‘chat’ with others viewing the document. It also continuously saves, so 
you'll never lose your work file. 

The 5 Steps
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� You can download the files you create at any time if you need to email 
(or print them), and you can also revert to or compare earlier versions 
of a Google Doc at any time. Microsoft Office 365 offers interactive 
document editing features as well. Basecamp is another popular system 
for document collaboration and sharing. It stores documents and 
conversations/emails by topic, but unlike Google Docs, it does not 
allow for two colleagues to simultaneously edit the same document.

Paperless statements and bill paying. 

� The more online bill paying you do, the less you’ll spend on postage, 
envelopes and employee time coordinating invoices, checks, and 
mailings. Running your office finances through the web makes 
payments prompt and much easier to track. Most banks offer paperless 
statements and even provide incentives for customers to manage their 
accounts online. If you are a merchant, use an App like Square to accept 
payments through your smartphone. You can also email receipts for 
customers instead of printing them.

5 Steps

Storage and file sharing. 

� For moving and storing large files, consider investing in Dropbox or 
another file transfer system. Dropbox allows you to create group 
folders for different members of your office to allow you to quickly 
disseminate reports. YouSendIt is another good paperless option for 
sharing and storing large files.

5 Steps
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Meetings and Printouts.

� Doodle, SurveyMonkey and whenisgood.net provide free services for 
conducting surveys and scheduling meetings, but what about handouts 
once you arrive? TeamViewer is an impressive office package that 
allows owners remote access to office computers 24/7 through any 
other computer or smartphone. It also includes features for 
screensharing during presentations, transmitting videos, sharing files, 
teleconferencing and accessing whiteboards. 

5 Steps

� With TeamViewer there is no need to print handouts when you make a 
presentation or pitch; just temporarily hijack your colleagues’ laptops 
while you demonstrate why your idea is the best — then upload the 
slides to Basecamp or Dropbox (above) so they can have access to a 
saved digital copy.

Scanning and Faxing. 

� More companies rely on scanning and faxing than you would imagine, 
despite the prevalence of online and digital solutions. TurboScan is an 
excellent App that allows you to use your camera as a scanner and 
quickly converts captured images to PDFs for easy emailing. For 
incoming faxes, eFax.com puts them right into your email box as 
paperless emails for less than $15 per month.

5 Steps
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� Access to your data
� Get your employees trained
� Is a document management system better or your own process.
� Check requirements and restrictions for retaining records
� Implement.

Summarize

� Worldox
� eFile Cabinet
� Practice Panther
� Afinety
� Content Central
� eFile cabinet
� LegalFiles
� Smokeball

Vendors


